
Queering SpaceS Through clowning 
QueerfeminiST TheaTre meThodS

This N.A.Toˇ will be held from  
4-7 April 2024 (Arrival on the 3rd) in Vienna.

The Nose Assembly for Tomorrowˇ (N.A.Toˇ) dives into the world where clowning meets social-ecological chaos 
(in a good way). Whether you are new to clowning, or have been doing it since forever, everyone is invited to join 
this assembly and explore clowning practice together. This edition of the Nose Assembly is turning the clowning 
world on its head — literally! We‘re diving headfirst in the practice of queering spaces through clowning.

OPEN CALL

„Queering can be a process, practice, or change agent that disturbs, dismantles, and resists. It‘s 
a disruptor, a rebel with a cause! It‘s about shaking things up and tearing down walls. Queering 
can celebrate, make visible, and connect. It’s about creating spaces of community and care.“

— Leo Hosp

Following this interpretation of queering, we are asking how social and cultural orders that structure a society can 
be addressed and how power relations and hegemonic interpretations can be questioned through clowning. But 
also clowning as a mostly patriarchal tradition should be questioned and rethought. In this N.A.To ,̌ we go into the 
deep work of clowning, attempting to peel off the gender structures and find the vulnerable human within. 

4.–7.4.2024
in Vienna

If you have questions about this upcoming workshop or past N.A.To’s?  
Join our online info meeTing on feb, 9Th, 10:00 ceT.  

Send us an email at nose-assembly@posteo.net to receive the Zoom—Link.

mailto:nose-assembly%40posteo.net?subject=


N. A. Toˇ members are against discrimination of all kinds, 
regardless of a person’s origin, gender, sexual orientation, 
nationality, disability, religion, culture, residence status, age, class, 
appearance or any other affiliation and attribution.
 
We are open to discussing all individual needs. This N. A. Toˇ is 
supported by Erasmus+, so we can provide accommodation in 
a shared bedroom for attendees, who are not from Vienna.  
We can also help to find accommodation for people with specific 
needs (children, pets etc.).

Travel tickets can be reimbursed from the  
Czech Republic, Hungary and Austria. 

Vegan food will be provided. 

The venue for this workshop is wheelchair accessible.

Please, send us a text (max. 3600 characters) or a video/audio (max. 5 minutes).  

The text/video/audio should be about your interests in applying queering in clowning practice.  

Send iT by 18.02.2024, 23:59 ceT To: nose-assembly@posteo.net 
we will conTacT you back by The 15Th of march aT The laTeST. 

The capacity of the event is 20 people. Despite our wish to accept everyone,  
we will prefer those, who write earlier and who plan a full attendance.

All assemblies are held in English and participation is free of charge. 

how To apply

program

N. A. Toˇ is orgANised by  
phySical TheaTre collecTive Tyhle (cz) 
in cooperaTion wiTh iNspirAl CirCus CeNTre (hu) 
and TheATre of The oppressed VieNNA (aT)

curiouS abouT The previouS n.a.To’S? 
Have a look at this video from the  

n.a.To in brno here,  
or from the n.a.To in budapeST here.

or webSiTe https://tyhle.cz/nato/

• Workshop about the concept of “Queering Spaces” by leo hoSp, sharing knowledge about the 
political dimension of the term „queer“ and „queering“; facilitation of practices to discuss and practice 
clowning as a queering practice that first and foremost, questioning existing structures and hierarchies.

• TO teachers leo liSa begeré and anja monden have developed FLINTA-Clowning workshops  
and will share their experience, methods, and clowning-techniques.

• Workshop by Hungarian artist and activist anna adám about tools for empowerment, non-violent 
confrontation, and community practices used and tested in her “School of Disobedience”.

ThiS acTiviTy iS co-funded by erAsmus+ 

Funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the 
author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect those of the European Union or the European 
Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA). Neither the European Union nor EACEA 
can be held responsible for them.

http://www.tyhle.cz/
https://vimeo.com/837821282
https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak_T5v7EozntxVDrrtmvO3yTZWvF?e=Ho2KtJ
https://tyhle.cz/nato/
http://inspiralcirkusz.wixsite.com/inspiral
https://www.tdu-wien.at/

